To empower advanced traffic engineering (TE) mechanism, while considering the infeasibility of one-step migration to software-defined networking (SDN), SDN nodes are incrementally deployed into legacy network, which gives rise to hybrid SDN. In hybrid SDN, redirecting flow of every source-destination pair through at least one SDN node, can enhance TE performance and obtain flow manageability, while on the other hand leading to increasing demands of TCAM resources in SDN nodes. In this paper, we make minimization of maximum link utilization as the TE objective, and comply with SDN waypoint enforcement and TCAM resource limitation. We first formulate the TE problem as an integer linear programming (ILP) model and solve it in a centralized manner, where SDN waypoint selection and splitting fractions for each flow are jointly determined. Then, based on a fact that the logically centralized control plane in hybrid SDN is composed of multiple physically decentralized controllers, each of which manages part of SDN nodes, as well as considering a real situation that a centralized solution is infeasible or too fragile for large-scale network, we develop a distributed algorithm deriving from Lagrangian decomposition theory to effectively solve the TE problem. The simulation results indicate that, when 30% of the SDN nodes are deployed, the proposed traffic engineering-aware distributed routing (TEDR) algorithm obtains maximum link utilization comparable to that of full SDN, and has a limited influence on the routing efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging network paradigm. It enables unprecedented programmability and network management flexibility through the separation of network control and forwarding planes. A logically centralized controller communicates with the network-wide distributed forwarding elements based on protocols like OpenFlow [1] , and maintains global network views, including network topology, traffic demand and link state information, so as to dynamically determine the routing paths for each flow. Moreover, with the capability of fine-granularity network control over flows, SDN can empower advanced The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Md Fazlul Kader . TE mechanisms that react to network changes dynamically, and support on-the-fly network reconfiguration. This makes SDN a leading technology behind many TE solutions.
However, migration to SDN has its own set of challenges and cannot be realized at once [2] , especially for large and expensive Internet Service Provider (ISP) networks. One-step migration from traditional network running IP protocols, like OSPF, to SDN imposes huge capital expenditure, for replacing all the legacy network infrastructures with specialized SDN equipments, on the network operators. Moreover, it comes with an enormous operational burden and potential security risks since SDN technology is relatively immature and exists software vulnerabilities substantially [3] , [4] . So, a preferable choice arises out of partial SDN deployment, that is hybrid SDN (HSDN). VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
In the incremental SDN deployment scenario, SDNenabled nodes are centrally managed by the controllers, while the legacy nodes still use the OSPF-like routing protocols and follow the shortest path routing policy. Even in hybrid SDN, the ISP can still gain valuable benefits. That is, making every flow traverse at least one SDN node can offer a programmatic interface for centralized management, which enables various sophisticated policies implementation such as access control, traffic measurement and other middlebox-supported network services [5] . Moreover, the SDN node traversed by a flow can flexibly adjust its routing path to benefit the TE performance.
Particularly, from the perspective of enhancing TE performance, when redirecting every flow traverse at least one SDN node in hybrid SDN, the selection of an appropriate SDN node to be the waypoint for every flow has a remarkable impact on the TE performance, e.g., minimizing link utilization and routing efficiency. Besides, SDN node is capable of distributing flow into different paths at specific splitting fractions, to exactly profit the TE performance through load balancing. On top of that, the SDN deployment rate is also a considerable issue which has a critical effect on the TE performance. A sufficient SDN deployment rate together with waypoint enforcement can benefit the TE performance, otherwise weak performance instead.
On the other hand, when implementing waypoint enforcement per flow as well as flow splitting operation on the waypoint, it comes with large number of forwarding entries requirement right on the SDN waypoint for hybrid SDN to gain TE performance improvement, since each entry in forwarding table is dedicated to a different flow, or split flow, routed on a unique path. However, fast SDN flow tables often cannot scale beyond a few hundred entries. This is because forwarding tables are typically implemented using expensive and power-hungry Ternary Content Aware Memory (TCAM). Thus, the TCAM resource limitation, or rather the limit on the number of flows, or paths, that can pass through SDN node poses another important restriction on the TE performance enhancement in hybrid SDN [6] , [7] . Note that to acquire an identical maximum link utilization, the smaller SDN deployment rate hybrid SDN holds, the larger TCAM resources are required in every SDN node. In this paper, we want to leverage the least SDN deployment rate to obtain a nearoptimal TE performance, while complying with the TCAM resource limitation.
Furthermore, due to the scalability and reliability challenges raised in the adoption of SDN, the centralized control plane has evolved from one single controller to multiple physically decentralized controllers, to alleviate the computation resource limitation and avoid single point failure [8] , [9] . In hybrid SDN, multiple controllers are deployed at different locations and operated as a physically distributed system [10] , to achieve a logically centralized control management, where all controllers synchronize with each other to guarantee the consistence of the whole network. Under the physically distributed system, each controller implements central control over a subset of upgraded SDN nodes. In this regard, it is necessary to realize the optimal TE in a distributed manner. Thus, in this paper, we leverage the decomposition method to propose a distributed algorithm for hybrid SDN, aiming at achieving the near-optimal TE performance. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We formulate the TE problem in hybrid SDN as an integer linear programming (ILP) model to minimize the maximum link utilization, whereby we jointly determine an appropriate SDN node as the waypoint for every flow of source-destination pair, as well as optimizing the traffic splitting fractions for the waypoint on each of its outgoing paths. On top of that, we take the TCAM resource limitation into consideration, to make a constraint on the maximum number of available paths, that traverse each SDN node.
2) We propose a decomposability structure for the formulated TE problem based on the duality and decomposition theory, which can lead to a distributed algorithm that converges to a global optimum using distributed computation over the network [11] , and the resulting distributed algorithm exactly caters to the practical needs of the evolved hybrid SDN whose control plane operates as a distributed system.
3) We develop a traffic engineering-aware distributed routing algorithm (TEDR) to obtain a near-optimal TE optimization solution. The formulated ILP model is relaxed and decomposed into several subproblems, each of which is associated with one SDN node supposing itself to be a candidate waypoint for every source-destination pair, whereby a desirable scenario for implementation of distributed algorithm is presented. For each SDN node, distributed calculation is implemented by a controller which exactly manages this SDN node. And the resulting local optimal solution to the subproblem is broadcasted to the whole hybrid SDN. Then, a global optimal solution can be obtained by comparison over all local optimal solutions. It takes polynomial time to obtain the near-optimal feasible solution for the TE problem. 4) We conduct extensive simulation-based evaluations to compare the performance of the proposed TEDR algorithm with optimal objective of the ILP which is solved in a centralized manner. Numerical simulation results validate the effectiveness of the proposed TEDR algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly shows the background and motivations. Section III formulates the TE problem as an ILP model. Section IV designs an efficient distributed algorithm based on Lagrangian decomposition theory. Section V presents extensive simulation results to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Finally, section VI draws the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION A. RELATED WORK
The issues of traffic engineering in hybrid SDN have attracted extensive attention in the literature [12] - [14] . Hong et al. [5] incrementally deploy SDN in enterprise and ISP networks to improve TE performance. The results indicate that the proposed heuristics reduce link traffic by 32% as compared to a traditional network. Xu et al. [12] propose two incremental SDN deployment strategies and increase the throughput by about 40%. Kar et al. [15] focus on the maximum coverage problem in hybrid SDN to address the efficient SDN deployment issue. Two efficient heuristic algorithms are proposed and require less hybrid route deployment cost to achieve maximum hop coverage. Cheng and Jia [16] propose a compressive traffic monitoring method in hybrid SDN, to obtain the load information of all links by collecting the load of some basic links and estimating the load of the rest links, and then deploy minimum number of SDN nodes to cover important links to obtain better adaptability to the dynamic traffic changes and reduce the maximum link usage by 39%. Fabric [17] deploys SDN at the network edge to enable full access control and new network functionality at the edge. This approach causes a high cost for upgrading all the access nodes and impairs the ability to control forwarding decision in the core network e.g., load balancing. Divide and conquer [18] uses SDN nodes to partition the OSPF domain into sub-domains to achieve traffic engineering capabilities comparable to full SDN operation. Unfortunately, local routing inside the sub-domain can not be controlled by SDN controller. It still follows the OSPF protocol and routes along the shortest path. In [19] , SDN are incrementally deployed for the purpose of optimizing network performance. This series of work focuses on the optimal placement of SDN node to improve the network performance, with no guarantee on the central control over all flows in hybrid SDN.
Panopticon [20] uses VLAN mechanism and layer 2 routing protocol STP to make every packet traverse at least one SDN node enabling end-to-end network policy. However, it does not discuss the appropriate SDN node selection for every source-destination pair which may result in an non-optimal TE performance. Moreover, it brings relatively inflexible routing and overheads of too many VLAN IDs. Fibbing [21] generates a fake topology to indirectly change the shortest path utilizing fake LSAs in conventional IP networks. It improves the flexibility and diversity of layer 3 routing. However, it still forwards traffic to destination based on IP addresses without finer-grained control over flows. Telekinesis [22] is similar with Fibbing that injects fake and harmless messages into the network leveraging MAC learning. It enables finer-grained routing control over legacy paths at layer 2 in hybrid SDN by making paths traverse SDN nodes. Unfortunately, since it can only reroute the path directly connected to a SDN node, not all network paths can be enforced by Telekinesis. Amin et al. [23] propose a systematic design approach to implement ACL policies in hybrid SDN. The decision tree and k-partite graph are utilized to find the optimal place for ACL rules enforcement, whereby the number of ACL policies and unwanted traffic are minimized. Since the work in this paper focuses on flow manageability by rerouting each flow originating from legacy node through an elaborately calculated SDN waypoint, the approach proposed in [23] can be used as an available method to fulfill the flow redirection operation. Poularakis et al. [2] maximize the amount of programmable traffic similar to [20] - [22] to increase the TE flexibility.
All the work mentioned above realizes optimal TE based on centralized manner, which may bring single point failure and could be infeasible or non-scalable for large-scale networks. The newly evolved control plane in hybrid SDN is composed of multiple controllers, each of which is deployed at a different location and controls a subset of SDN nodes. Thus, in the physically distributed control plane of hybrid SDN, a distributed algorithm is more suitable to optimize TE objective, as compared to the centralized method.
Particularly, [16] is some kind of relative to our work. [16] deals with traffic monitoring and SDN deployment issues. However, the work in this paper focuses on finding an appropriate SDN waypoint for each flow to realize flow manageability and improve TE performance, and try to solve the problem in a distributed manner to gain computational efficiency. The SDN waypoint can be used to obtain the real-time per-flow traffic rate efficiently. Besides, we do not require SDN nodes to be deployed on specific location when optimizing TE performance, which is relatively easy for the network operators to incrementally deploy SDN nodes.
B. MOTIVATION
In this section, we present three key challenges to be considered when pursuing the optimal TE performance as well as the manageability for all flows in hybrid SDN. The first challenge is to determine an adequate SDN deployment rate which makes a tradeoff between deployment budget and network performance. The second challenge comes with the selection of an appropriate SDN node as the waypoint for each source-destination pair, that maximally benefits the TE performance. While the third challenge copes with the compliance with the TCAM resource limitation in every SDN node, which can be translated into the constraint on the maximum number of available paths passing through each SDN node. We use a motivation example in Fig. 1 to show how the three challenges significantly influence the TE performance of hybrid SDN.
There are two flows f 1 and f 2 in the topology from identical source node s to separate destination nodes d 1 and d 2 with traffic rates at 20 Mbps. We assume that the capacities for link (s, a), (s, b), and (s, c) are 60 Mbps and for all the rest links are 25 Mbps. Fig.1 (a)-1(e) are labeled with link weights. Fig.1(a) illustrates the shortest path routing for f 1 and f 2 based on OSPF in traditional IP network, with maximum link utilization (MLU) of 80%. In order to optimize the TE performance, we upgrade the network to hybrid SDN.
For the first step, we upgrade one node to be SDN node. In Fig.1(b) node a is upgraded to SDN node, where the two flows f 1 and f 2 are redirected to a to implement waypoint enforcement. Since node a only has two outgoing links, which cannot fully utilize the 4 forwarding entries capacity of the built-in TCAM resource, the resulting MLU equals to 80% which seems not making any difference with legacy network. In Fig.1 (c) node b is chosen to be upgraded to SDN node. Since the constraint on forwarding entries is tight, node b acting as the waypoint for both f 1 and f 2 cannot split flow to realize the expected load balance, which makes the maximum link utilization still remain unsatisfactory.
Then, we try to improve the TE performance in two ways. One is to loose the constraint on the maximum number of forwarding entries in SDN node, and the other is to increase the SDN deployment rate. As shown in Fig.1(d) , when the limited maximum forwarding entry number expands to 4, the MLU decreases to 66.67%, which demonstrates that the constraint on the maximum forwarding entries in SDN node, namely challenge3, plays an important role in effecting the TE performance. On the other hand, in Fig.1 (e), we upgrade two nodes a and b to be SDN nodes, and still choose to offer tight constraint on the maximum forwarding entry number for the two nodes. Note that we make f 1 and f 2 pick node a and b as their waypoint respectively, which is obvious an optimal waypoint selection manner. The MLU drops again to 53.32%, which exactly indicates that challenge1 and challenge2 are definitely key factors to be considered when improving the TE performance in hybrid SDN.
With respect to the specific method to fulfill the waypoint enforcement, Panopticon [20] , Fibbing [21] , Telekinesis [22] and ACL policies implementation approach [23] can be the suitable methods in this paper to redirect every flow originating from a legacy node through a well-calculated SDN waypoint.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the TE problem as an ILP model to minimize the maximum link utilization by jointly determining an appropriate SDN node as the waypoint for every flow, and optimizing the traffic splitting fractions for each chosen waypoint among its outgoing paths, while considering the limits on the maximum number of forwarding entries supported by a SDN node.
On the premise that every flow crosses through at least one SDN node, namely waypoint, it is reasonable to divide the entire path of every source-destination pair (o, d) into two parts, one is from the source node o to the SDN waypoint s, and the other is from the waypoint s to the destination node d. We assume that the waypoint is the first SDN node encountered by the flow. Besides, for a flow with a SDN node as its source node, there is no need to implement waypoint enforcement. Moreover, if a flow traverses more than one SDN node, the hybrid SDN will gain more dynamic routing options and hence further upgrade the TE performance. The notations used in the ILP are summarized in Table 1 .
The ILP formulation P to minimize the maximum link utilization in hybrid SDN is shown as follows: 
For a traffic demand t od , an appropriate SDN node s is chosen to be the waypoint. Note that there are several paths between o and s, which are denoted by path set P os , ∀o ∈ V , ∀s ∈ S, and only one path p osk ∈ P os is selected to route traffic t od from o to s. The binary variable x osk od is used to indicate the determination. When traffic t od flows out of waypoint s, it is split among multiple outgoing paths towards destination d at the rates of y sdk od in order to benefit TE performance. In (1) θ is used to represent the maximum link utilization. We define l ij as the traffic load on link e ij and utilize (2) to calculate it, where p osk ∈P os x osk od f ij osk denotes whether link e ij is on the k th path p osk from source node o to SDN node s, and p sdk ∈P sd y sdk od g ij sdk denotes the traffic fraction of t od on link e ij if e ij is on the k th path p sdk from SDN node s to destination node d. (3) demonstrates the relationship between traffic load l ij and maximum link utilization θ . The flow conversation constraint (4) restricts that, for a traffic demand t od , choosing one and only one appropriate SDN node s to be the waypoint is required. (5) states that when the source node is a SDN node, it is directly designated as the waypoint without calculation, then, the first part of the path only contains a single node, or rather a source node. (6) demonstrates the destination node, which is also a SDN node, cannot be selected as the SDN waypoint if, and only if, the source node is a legacy node. This is because if destination node is chosen to be the waypoint, it can not benefit the TE performance anymore. Moreover, note that p osk ∈P os x osk od is also binary which indicates whether SDN node s is the waypoint for flow of (o, d) pair or not. (7) describes that if SDN node s is chosen to be the waypoint, then the outgoing traffic of s will be split among multiple paths, which means p sdk ∈P sd y sdk od equals to 1, otherwise 0. (8), (9) and (10) are used to place a upper bound on the number of forwarding entries for individual SDN node s ∈ S, assuming all SDN nodes are homogeneous. In general, a flow can be sent by a SDN node encountered over multiple paths to gain load balance, and each entry is dedicated to a different path. In each SDN node, the total size of the forwarding table, namely the total number of forwarding entries, can be transformed into the total number of paths that can pass through. Thus we model constraint (8) on the size of forwarding table by bounding the maximum number of paths that can go through each SDN node, which is denoted by N s . Note that SDN waypoint is traversed by maximum number of paths denoted by o∈V ,d∈V p sdk ∈P sd h sdk od , compared with nonwaypoint SDN nodes, since SDN waypoints distribute flows to several outgoing paths. (9) and (10) describe that, when variable y sdk od is above zero, then the corresponding binary variable h sdk od equals to 1, which means the waypoint SDN node offers one entry to route the flow or split flow towards its destination. And if y sdk od is zero, then h sdk od equals to 0. Note that the waypoint SDN node probably uses more forwarding entries than non-waypoint SDN node, and a SDN node can be the waypoint of multiple flows.
Since ILP P is a link-path model, we first design a heuristic algorithm to prepare the path set, and then solve P with the linear programming solver gurobi. Specifically, as we divide the whole path of every source-destination pair (o, d) into be two parts, we initially utilize k-shortest path algorithm, Yen's algorithm explicitly, to calculate path set P os of the first part. Then, we design the P sd computing algorithm illustrated in 3: return path 4: else 5: if s ∈ S then 6: for each edge e(s → x) do 7: if x ∈ S & x not in path then 8: run DFS(G, x, d, path) 9: end if 10: end for 11: else 12: get next hop y according to OSPF 13: if y not in path then 14: run DFS(G, y, d, path) 15: end if 16: end if 17: end if Alg.1, which is based on the concept of recursion, to find the path set P sd of the second part. In particular, in Alg.1, for every SDN node we consider all its outgoing links to gain available paths using Depth First Search (DFS), and do the loop-free check as well. When a legacy node is encountered on the searching path, we constraint that only the shortest path-based next hop can be used as long as the resulting path is loop-free.
IV. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM DESIGN
In section III, formulation P is proposed to solve the TE problem in a centralized manner where the logically centralized controller is employed to make the optimal routing decisions, which is similar to our previous work [24] . Considering the practical situation that in hybrid SDN multiple controllers are deployed on different locations and operated as a physically distributed system, thus, in this section, we resort to a distributed manner to solve the TE problem, aiming at obtaining a comparable TE performance to that of full SDN, based on a relatively small SDN deployment rate and the TCAM resource limitation consideration. Specifically, we design an efficient traffic engineering − aware distributed routing (TEDR) algorithm to obtain a near-optimal solution of ILP P within polynomial computational time. TEDR is designed based on the Lagrangian decomposition theory, and can be implemented efficiently.
A. LAGRANGIAN DUAL PROBLEM
One of the standard distributed algorithms to solve P is based on a dual decomposition. We first form the Lagrangian of P by relaxing constraints (3) and (7) to the objective function with associated Lagrangian multipliers λ ij ≥ 0, ∀e ij ∈ E and µ s, (o,d) , ∀s ∈ S, ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V . The Lagrangian of the ILP P is shown as follows: 
Let λ and µ denote the vectors composed of elements λ ij , ∀e ij ∈ E and µ s, (o,d) , ∀s ∈ S, ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V separately. Then, the corresponding Lagrangian master dual problem of ILP P is:
under constraints (4)- (6), (8) 
subject to :
while under constraints (8)-(10) as well.
is an ILP problem with one decision variable x osk od , ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V , ∀s ∈ S, which takes every source-destination pair (o, d) and every SDN node s into consideration to get the optimal solution. Particularly, g λ,µ 1 is targeting the first half path o → s, and used to make determination of an appropriate SDN waypoint s for every (o, d) pair, based on the network performance considerations.
Further decomposing g λ,µ 1 into subproblems in terms of every single s, is well-grounded based on the fact that, the whole hybrid SDN network is controlled by multiple controllers deployed on different physical locations, each of which is responsible for one or several SDN nodes and locally carries out calculations and makes decisions for those SDN nodes under control, with the gained network information. We reformulate the subproblems of g λ,µ 1 to gain g λ,µ 1,s , ∀s ∈ S as follows:
where we assume p osk ∈P os x osk od = 1 for every (o, d) pair in each subproblem g λ,µ 1,s , ∀s ∈ S to construct a feasible local solution, or more precisely, to make s be a candidate waypoint of each It is worth noting that, for flow of (o, d) pair originating from SDN node, namely o is a SDN node, the source node o naturally turns out to be the SDN waypoint without competition with other SDN nodes. Thus, we divide the subproblems of g λ,µ 1,s into two parts. One is g λ,µ (19) subject to :
In the objective function of g λ,µ 1,s,(o,d)2 , the expression (t od e ij ∈E λ ij f ij osk − µ s, (o,d) ) can be considered as the cost of path p osk ∈ P os denoted by cost(p osk ) and reformulated as follows: (21) where link_cost equals to λ ij f ij osk . Precisely, the Lagrange multiplier λ ij represents the link price associated with the link utilization constraint on link e ij , and e ij ∈p osk link_cost is the aggregate path congestion price of those links used by path p osk . The node_cost is the cost of SDN node s on path p osk when pair (o, d) chooses s as its waypoint. It is obvious that another Lagrange multiplier µ s, (o,d) , ∀o ∈ {V − S}, ∀d ∈ V , ∀s ∈ S is used to determine node_cost.
When solving network resource allocation problem as g λ,µ 1,s,(o,d)2 , controller in charge of s locally calculates routing path for traffic demand t od ∈ T , ∀o ∈ {V − S}, ∀d ∈ V respecting link_cost and node_cost. Only one path p osk ∈ P os with the lowest cost(p osk ) is chosen to route flow of (o, d) pair from source node o to the candiadate waypoint s.
2 , it is a Mix Integer Linear programming (MILP). It is well-known that a general MILP is proved to be NP-hard, so we decompose g λ,µ 2 and reformulate it, while designing a heuristic algorithm to help obtain the approximate solution. In problem g λ,µ 2 , constraints (8)-(10) describe the relationship between the binary decision variable h sdk od and decimal decision variable y sdk od , in order to place the limitation on the peak number of paths that are allowed to traverse every SDN node. Then, it is feasible to break down problem g λ,µ 2 into sub-problems g λ,µ 2,s , ∀s ∈ S in terms of every SDN node s ∈ S, which are formulated as follows: 
In problem g λ,µ 2,s , ∀s ∈ S, we assume p sdk ∈P sd y sdk od = 1 for every (o, d) pair as described in (23) The capacity of TCAM resource in a SDN node is measured by the number of forwarding entry bound, and all traffic requests are competing for TCAM resources within SDN node. We assume that every SDN node has the identical number of forwarding entry bound. In this section, We leverage the weighted max-min fair algorithm, which is wildly adopted in network resource allocation problems, to heuristically distribute all forwarding entries supported by a SDN node among every are identical. For simplicity, g λ,µ 2,s,(o,d) , ∀s ∈ S, ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V is used to denote the two separate problem formulations illustrated as follows: (31) where N (o,d) in (31) denotes the maximum number of forwarding entries, or paths, that can be used for by pair (o, d) to route traffic through each SDN node towards its destination node d.
In the objective function of g λ,µ 2,s,(o,d) , it is worth noting that p sdk ∈P sd t od y sdk od g ij sdk equals to the sum of traffic load on link e ij ∈ E. θ is used to denote the maximum link utilization of all links. Then, the following inequation holds: for each t od ∈ T do 16: if N (o,d) ≥ M (o,d) then 17 :
: (o, d) . The bid is locally calculated by the controller in charge of s and broadcasted to the whole hybrid SDN. Then, with respect to every (o, d) pair in set 2, each controller independently runs comparison over the bids of all SDN nodes, the SDN node with the lowest bid is chosen to be the unique SDN waypoint for pair (o, d) . Given λ and µ, after the waypoint bidding game, every SDN node s maintains a table consisting of several items. Each item corresponds to one pair (o, d), which chooses s as its truly unique waypoint.
E. SELECTION OF LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIERS
To find an available solution as well as a lower bound of P, the selection of multiplier vectors λ and µ are very important. We use the subgradient projection method to generate a sequence of feasible {λ ij (t)} and {µ s,(o,d) (t)} as follows:
where γ i,j (t) and ζ s,(o,d) (t) are the subgradients at iteration t and denoted as follows:
in which x * osk od (t) and y * sdk od (t) are optimal solutions of problem g λ,µ for the given λ and µ at iteration t and elaborated in Alg.3 in Section IV-F. θ is obtained based on (2)(3) using x * osk od (t) and y * sdk od (t).
Algorithm 3 Traffic Engineering-aware Distribution Routing
Algorithm (TEDR)
for t od ∈ T , o ∈ S do for each s ∈ S do 8: for t od ∈ T , o ∈ {V − S} do 9: solve problem g λ,µ Let {x * osk od (t), ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V , ∀s ∈ S} = {x * ook od1 , ∀o ∈ S, ∀d ∈ V } ∪ {x * osk od2 , ∀o ∈ {V − S}, ∀s ∈ S, ∀d ∈ V }; 20: Let {y * sdk od (t), ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V , ∀s ∈ S} = {y * odk od1 , ∀o ∈ S, ∀d ∈ V } ∪ {y * sdk od2 , ∀o ∈ {V − S}, ∀s ∈ S, ∀d ∈ V }; 21: Let θ t UB be the feasible objective value of problem P obtained at t th iteration where we let x * osk od (t), ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V , ∀s ∈ S be the given parameters and solve P under constraints (3), (7), (8)-(10); 22: Let θ t UB = min(θ t−1 UB , θ t UB ); 23: if θ t UB <θ t−1 UB then 24: t = 0; Besides, α λ (t) and α µ (t) are positive step sizes acquired with a common technique [25] , [26] and expressed as follows:
where H is a positive constant and γ (resp. ζ ) is the vector composed by elements γ i,j (t), ∀e ij ∈ E (resp. ζ s,(o,d) , ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V , ∀s ∈ S). And θ t UB (resp. θ t LB ) represents an upper (resp. lower) bound on the optimal objective of P detailed in the following section.
F. TEDR ALGORITHM DESIGN
We now describe the TEDR algorithm which is designed based on Lagrangian relaxation and dual decomposition to solve problem P approximately. Observe that there are three levels of decompositions: 1) on the highest level there is a master dual problem controlling subproblems g 1 λ,µ and g 2 λ,µ , each with a subset of the decision variables, x osk od for g 1 λ,µ and y sdk od and h sdk od for g 2 λ,µ . 2) on the second level problems g 1 λ,µ and g 2 λ,µ are decomposed into subproblems g 1,s λ,µ and g 2,s λ,µ respecting different SDN node s. The computation regarding each s ∈ S is locally carried out by one of the controllers deployed on different locations over the network, to implicitly solve a global resource allocation problem. This decomposition can largely alleviate the computation burden of the network by distributing the total computational task to several distributively deployed controllers, each of which manages a subset of SDN nodes and undertakes part of the computing task.
3) On the lowest level, g 1,s λ,µ and g 2,s λ,µ are further divided into subproblems considering different (o, d) pairs. For set 1 of (o, d) pairs, which is defined in IV-D as those with SDN source nodes, the corresponding subproblems are g 1,o, λ,µ to achieve local optimality collectively achieves a global objective.
Note that, each controller separately computes the local optimal solutions and objectives to part of problems g λ,µ 1,s and g λ,µ 2,s , ∀s ∈ S and broadcasts the local results to the whole hybrid SDN. Then, after receiving the informations, each controller independently runs comparison to obtain the global optimal solutions x * osk od and y * sdk od , ∀s ∈ S, ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V of problem g λ,µ , and updates the Lagrangian multipliers λ and µ afterward.
In line 18, θ t LB is used to represent the lower bound on the optimal objective of P at iteration t. Besides, in lines 19 − 21, we let x * osk od , ∀s ∈ S, ∀o ∈ V , ∀d ∈ V be given in P, and solve P under constraints (2), (3) and (7)-(10), since the values of x * osk od have already satisfied constraints (4)- (6) . The resulting objective value denoted by θ t UB represents an upper bound of the original problem P gained at the t th iteration.
For the termination criterion [27] , as shown in Alg.3, the TEDR algorithm is terminated when one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 1) the number of iteration t reaches the iteration limit T ; 2) the upper bound θ t UB does not decrease for a period of T iterations.
To retrieve real-time link load, we leverage the meter table feature supported by OpenFlow 1.3 to obtain the per-flow rate. Since every flow traverses at least one SDN node, we can measure the flow rate by the meter entries that are attached to flow entries in the flow table of the waypoint SDN node. The controller periodically polls for the flow counters of meter entries [5] .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct extensive simulation experiments based on real network topologies to evaluate the performance of the proposed TEDR algorithm. First, based on problem P, we gradually increase the SDN deployment rate to obtain both maximum link utilization and the peak number of forwarding entries used in flow table of each SDN node, in order to determine the lower bound of N s when leveraging the least SDN deployment rate to acquire a near-optimal TE performance. Then, we compare the performance of TEDR algorithm with the optimal objective of problem P, where TEDR algorithm is implemented in distributed manner and problem P is directly solved in centralized manner. The difference between them can be used as a guide, or a reference, when considering whether to leverage the centralized manner or the distributed manner to solve resource allocation problems in hybrid SDN.
A. SIMULATION SETUP
The information for the three real network topologies that we refer to are shown in Table 2 provided by Rocketfuel [28] and the internet topology zoo. Greedy algorithm is leveraged to increasingly upgrade legacy node which has the largest degrees to SDN node. For each topology, link weights and capacities are generated randomly, and different traffic matrices are random generated to acquire more general results. Each simulation result is averaged by 100 samples. All the simulation experiments are implemented in an Intel E5-2620 sever with six CPUs and 16GB memory. In real network scenario, the proposed distributed algorithm can be implemented in distributed controllers such as HyperFlow [29] and PANE [30] .
B. SIMULATIONS ON TCAM RESOURCE REQUIREMENT
To gain a good TE performance and flow manageability in hybrid SDN, there are two feasible ways to follow. One is to increase the SDN deployment rate, the other is to enlarge TCAM space in each SDN node to support more forwarding entries. The two methods are both at the cost of huge capacity expenditure which is bottleneck issue for ISP operators. In this paper, we want to obtain a lower maximum link utilization with a small SDN deployment rate, while complying with TCAM resource limitation. The typical implementation of OpenFlow limits the number of entries in each forwarding table of SDN node to 750 [6] . Thus, when leveraging the least SDN deployment rate to obtain a near-optimal TE performance, we want to make sure the resulting forwarding entries used in each SDN node comply with the practical limitation, otherwise increase the SDN deployment.
For each topology, we set N s = N 2 in P for all SDN nodes, which is a loose TCAM resource constraint. Then, solve problem P in order to find the lower bound of N s , which is defined as the maximum number of entries used in flow table of each SDN node. For a given traffic matrix, we increase SDN deployment rate from 0% to 100% and compute the lower bound of N s as well as the maximum link utilization. Each time only one more SDN node is upgraded. We repeat the simulation 100 times with different traffic matrices to obtain more general results, which are described as the averaged lower bound of N s and averaged maximum link utilization (AMU). Fig.2 illustrates that, when SDN deployment rate approaches 20%, the AMU obtained by ILP P is comparable to that of SDN for the three topologies, and the corresponding averaged lower bounds of N s for the three topologies are about 55, 125 and 165 respectively. These numbers are all in the range of ( N 2 3 -N 2 2 ) of respective topology, where N is the total number of nodes in each topology. With the increase of the size of topology, the averaged lower bound of N s grows big. Many recent researches demonstrate that [24] , [31] - [33] , with 20%-30% SDN deployment rate, the hybrid SDN can gain comparable TE performance to that of full SDN, which ignores the TCAM resource limitation. However, for a large topology, considering the 750 maximum forwarding entries in flow table of TCAM-based SDN node in practical, TE performance of hybrid SDN comparable to that of SDN cannot be achieved with 20%-30% SDN deployment rate. The only way is to enlarge the SDN deployment rate for a desirable TE performance in hybrid SDN. To be more accurate, based on the numerical results of simulation experiments, when the total number of nodes, namely N , in a topology increases up to about 50, more than 30% of nodes should be upgraded considering the TCAM limitation compliance, to acquire TE performance comparable to that of full SDN.
C. SIMULATIONS ON LINK UTILIZATION
The ILP P is solved in centralized manner requiring huge computing resource in one single controller, which is not feasible in practice for large size network. Thus, we propose a distributed algorithm TEDR to solve the TE problem distributively. We set N s = N 2 for both ILP P and TEDR algorithm and change the SDN deployment rate ranging from 0% to 100%, each time with one more upgraded SDN node. Simulations are repeated 100 times with different traffic matrices to obtain AMU for the two different methods. For each instance, we not only compare the AMU obtained by TEDR algorithm with that of formulation P, but also show the relative error. Let θ TEDR denote the AMU of TEDR algorithm, and θ P denote the AMU of formulation P. The relative error of TEDR algorithm is defined as θ TEDR −θ P θ P . Fig.3 correlates AMU with the increasing SDN deployment rate, and illustrates the relative error. For each of the three topologies, the AMU based on ILP P and TEDR algorithm both decrease with the increase of SDN deployment rate. Precisely, when the SDN deployment rate reaches 30%, the differences between the two methods become marginal, which are obvious in Fig. 3(a) , Fig. 3 (c) and Fig. 3(e) . Moreover, Fig. 3(b) shows the relative error is below 5% for Sprint when SDN deployment rate is more than 30%, and further decreases to almost zero for any SDN deployment rate bigger than 40%. For Aarnet, Fig. 3(d) describes that when SDN deployment rate approaches 30%, the relative error is under 8% and decreases gradually to zero with the increase of SDN deployment rate. In Abovenet, the relative error is about 8% at the SDN deployment rate of 30%, and gradually approaches zero as SDN deployment ratio increases.
The results in Fig.3 indicate that, when 30% of SDN nodes are deployed, we can leverage TEDR algorithm to acquire almost full SDN deployment TE performance in a distributed manner as well as achieving manageability over all flows. Besides, the computation burdens are largely eased by being distributed to several controllers, in comparison with those in centralized manner.
Theoretically, distributed algorithm should be implemented in each different controller, which manages a subset of SDN nodes in hybrid SDN. But it involves the challenge of control area division that we consider out-of-scope for the current work and plan to pursue in the future. Thus, we directly run all subproblems g λ,µ 1,s and g λ,µ 2,s , ∀s ∈ S in one server with Intel E5-2620 6 CPU and 16GB memory. The averaged convergence times of TEDR for three topologies are 16s, 18s, 19s at the deployment rate of 30%, 40% and 50%, respectively, which will be accelerated significantly if the computation job is implemented distributively by multiple controllers placed at different locations in hybrid SDN. where H T denotes the total hops of paths used by TEDR algorithm for all (o, d) pairs in hybrid SDN, and H OSPF indicates the total hops along the shortest paths for all (o, d) pairs. Specifically, hop(o, s, k) and hop(s, d, k) equal to the number of hops on path p osk ∈ P os and path p sdk ∈ P sd respectively. x * osk od and y * sdk od are the optimal solutions to TEDR algorithm illustrated in Alg.3. In each round of simulations, we upgrade one more node to be SDN node, and run the simulation 100 times with different traffic matrices as the input to obtain the averaged results. Fig.4 shows the averaged routing deviation with the increase of SDN deployment rate based on the three topologies. Obviously, TEDR generates a little longer paths as the price for lower maximum link utilization, which are 1-2 times larger than OSPF. Thus, we come to the conclusion that the TEDR algorithm has a limited range of influence on the routing efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
For enhancing TE performance and gaining flow manageability in hybrid SDN, flow of every source-destination pair is redirected to at least one SDN node and split onto multiple outgoing paths, which leads to relatively high requirement of TCAM resources in SDN node. A formulation P is proposed to minimize the maximum link utilization in a centralized manner, which jointly considers the waypoint enforcement and the limitation on TCAM resources. On top of that, a distributed algorithm TEDR is also proposed based on the fact that the practical hybrid SDN control plane is composed of multiple controllers deployed at different locations, which presents a fantastic scenario for the implementation of distributed algorithm. The simulation evaluations demonstrate that, when SDN deployment rate approaches 30%, TEDR algorithm can obtain TE performance comparable to that of full SDN.
It is worth noting that the TEDR algorithm proposed in this paper works in static traffic conditions. It generates the static results which serves as a numerical bound. With respect to the highly dynamic traffic situations, the algorithm should react fast to such changes and the resulting routes should be adjusted to the newly calculated SDN waypoints. A feasible way is to implement ACL policies to avoid the conflicting of the original and updated flow rules in the forwarding devices [23] . We leave these problems to our future work. Moreover, we will carry out experiments on real SDN devices and consider other hybrid network scenario from the perspective of network performance.
